IOT & BIG DATA ENGINEER (all genders)

St. Gallen, CH / remote 80 - 100 % workload flexible

WHAT TO LOOK FOWARD TO

Concept, develop, test, support and document M2M and M2C communication interfaces.

Design and develop existing and new databases and analytic platforms. Build up and refactor the gallus communication framework using new technologies. Design, implement and maintain the software development toolchain.

Join flexible working hours in your mobile office or our new workplace coming up soon. Work in an open-minded environment with attractive additional benefits. We are happy to offer you modern equipment, growth and learning opportunities in a welcoming environment with flat hierarchies.

ABOUT YOU

M.Sc. or B.Sc. in computer science and electrical engineering, a comparable degree or several years of professional experience with a further education in CAS / DAS / MAS in the field of computer science, preferably information & communication technology, object-oriented programming or front-end engineering.

Excellent command in English, spoken and written.

WHO WE ARE

In our leading role as printing press manufacturer, we support our partners and customers in screen printing and digital as well as conventional label printing. Our comprehensive range of machines and services supports and accompanies them in producing their labels and goods.

gallus
A Heidelberg Group Company
SOME MORE REASONS TO BECOME A PART OF US

- permanent position
- flexible work arrangements
- e-learnings
- corporate benefits
- bonus payments
- parking lots or commuter benefits
- capital-forming benefits
- cultural and employee events

Are you thrilled to use your independence and hands-on mentality just as much as your teamwork and problem-solving skills? Do you work in a structured and effective manner? Do you call yourself motivated, committed and innovative?

APPLY NOW!

We welcome applications from all people, regardless of gender identity, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, with or without disabilities.

GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR CTO DAVID

DAVID BAUMANN
+ 41 79 832 94 95
david.baumann@heidelberg.com